SITTING BULL COLLEGE
EXIT INTERVIEW 2011-2012
Please answer the following questions:
Age:
4____18-20
15___21-25
13___26-35
9____36-45
8____46-55
____56-65
____66 and older

Gender: _19____M __30___F

Ethnic Origin:
Upon Graduation your Employment Status:
____Asian
_31_Employed
____Black
____Self-employed
_6__Caucasian
_8__Seeking employment
____Hispanic
__1_Unemployed, not seeking
__42_Native American
_8__Continuing education
____Other

Degree receiving ______________________________Graduation Date __________________
Do you currently have other degrees? _14____ Yes _35____No
If you answered yes to the above question, please indicate degree(s) ____________________
Do you have plans to transfer to a four-year university? __3___Yes _____No _____ Not sure
If you answered yes to the above question, list school if known __2_BSC IT, 1 University of Mary
_Masters in Business_____________________
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Please rate the following items using the rating scale below:
1=Very poor 2=Poor 3=Average 4=Good 5=Very Good
4.51____Overall quality of the education provided by Sitting Bull College
Any comments?
SBC is a quality experience; I am impressed with the institution and the faculty as well as the quality of
education that I am receiving.
I feel like I learned what I needed.
I feel that I have a better education then most schools can provide.
I feel I received a very good education at SBC, I enjoyed the time here and associating with all the
instructors.
I wish SBC offered a 4 year degree in IT.
4.0____Overall quality of help form your academic advisor
Any comments?
My advisor was very helpful in setting up my education plan made sure to get me help if needed.
Advisor was helpful.
Always in my corner ready to help.
I feel I was given a challenge from my advisor. I love the Environmental Science program at the college.
Dan is the reason I stayed in the program when it got hard. He helped me to succeed and was always
there for me.
I very much enjoyed working with my bachelors for my bachelors and well as my associate’s degree.
Sterling St. John has been very helpful to me by explaining the technical aspects of the college as well as
being a very outstanding instructor for the business classes.

4.42____Overall quality of teaching skills of your instructors
Any comments?
I am happy to be graduating with my Bachelors. I never imagined I would get this far in my life. I am
grateful to all who helped me achieve this degree. It’s not only mine but everyone’s who ever stayed late
to help me or came in on their day off, those are the kind of things I will be forever grateful for. SBC is a
great experience.
All of my instructors were helpful and I loved my classes.
My instructors were helpful and knowledgeable.
Different teaching methods might help with others, for example doing more hands on work instead of a
lot of reading.
3.61____Overall quality of services provided by Student Support Services
Any comments?
Helpful.
I don’t like going there unless I have too, people act like your bothering them.
Attitude.
Secretary is rude.
Not helpful to students
Better then you attitude.
4.53____Overall quality of services provided by Financial Aid
Any comments?
Sufficient funding found.
Doing a good job.
Donna and Susan are wonderful and patient.
4.55____Overall quality of services provided by Registrar’s office
Any comments?
Seemed to run along smoothly.
Melody is an outstanding individual; I am impressed with her degree of professionalism.
4.0____Overall quality provided by Business Office
Any comments?
3.9____Overall quality of student organizations
Any comments?

Welcoming meetings
Miscellaneous comments:
Where are the jobs? SBC needs a job locator office ASAP!
I really enjoyed SBC and I have encouraged more community members to use SBC’s services.

